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Timeliness and objective of the research
The scientific investigation of ship motions started in the 18th century. The main research
objectives was the ship stability, oscillation, propulsion and the hydrodynamic forces acting on
a ship hull. The microcomputers appearing in the 1970s made it possible to solve complex
dynamical models, which are intended to describe the ship motions for investigation of
seaworthiness, controllability and autopilot systems. The ship dynamics research evolving
rapidly, as the information technology tools are developing. Based on the scientific results more
safe and seaworthy ships can be designed, and special tools are developed, which the vessel
owners can obtain direct financial benefit (e.g. fin stabilizer increase passenger comfort;
application of an autopilot equipment can reduce fuel consumption and crew number).
The motion simulation of inland vessels is a very rapidly developing area of science,
although it is common practice in maritime for decades. The “backwardness” of inland
waterway navigation is due to the smaller economic and social importance, and therefore the
research and development needs and budget are also smaller. However, the technical
background is now available for inland waterway navigation with smaller budget, but the
theoretical background of maritime motion simulation have to be reviewed, because the priority
issues, needs and requirements are different.
There is a growing demand for motion simulation of inland vessels from several sectors of
inland waterway transportation (IWT). For example the simulation can be useful in these cases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of different nautical problems.
Accident and incident reconstruction.
Crew training.
Port basin design.
Help the navigation in bad weather conditions.
Different ship motion demonstrations.
River Information Services.
Ship manoeuvre analysis during the design process.

The first goal of the dissertation is to develop such a motion prediction method for single
screw self-propelled inland cargo vessels, which is applicable already in the ship design.
Therefore the external forces and other impacts are defined and calculated according to the
common naval architect practice, instead of the simulation techniques (derivative based force
models). The method have to be based on such parameters, constants and basic data, which can
be determined or estimated during the ship design, because the expected controllability have to
be specified in design stage. For this purpose a suitable dynamic model is required instead of
the usual ship dynamics models, in which the external forces acting on the ship can be expected
by common naval architect procedures. The research should identify those empirical parameters
of the external force calculation methods that affect the greatest on accuracy of the dynamic
model.
In case a solid body accelerates in a fluid, the dynamic model should pay special attention
on the momentum change of the fluid caused by the accelerating body. These are the so called
added masses (or added inertia) of a vessel. The inland ship motion simulation model have to
contain the added masses so that the restricted navigation area (shallow water) is also taken into
account, but the calculation method should not require scientific calculation (what is not
common in naval architect practice).
The second goal of the dissertation is to work out a flexible structured computer program by
which the motion simulation of single screw self-propelled inland vessels is feasible.
Suitability of the motion prediction method (dynamical model) and the computer program
shall have been examined through comparison of the motion simulation and the full scale test
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results. For this purpose the full scale trials and test methods shall be assessed, which are
commonly used to describe manoeuvrability of ships. Appropriate test methods shall be chosen
to measure course keeping and manoeuvring behaviours of inland vessels. Although the motion
simulation method of the dissertation serves the motion prediction of single screw selfpropelled inland cargo ships, but the theoretical background gives the opportunity of developing
a new course keeping test method for inland vessels.
The dissertation validates the developed motion simulation method and computer program
with integration into the program an existing inland cargo vessel, and the comparison of
simulated and measured (suitable) manoeuvring tests.

The research work
First step of the research work was the investigation of motions of a single screw selfpropelled inland cargo vessel, and the establishment of its dynamical model.

Fig. 1: Interpretation of vessel motions with the ship fixed reference system

The dynamical model is intended to simulate ship manoeuvres by giving the actual position
and course of the ship on the shipping route due to the real time orders of the helmsman taking
into consideration the actual environmental – nautical and meteorological – conditions also.
The dynamic model and software is designed to simulate the motion of single screw selfpropelled inland vessels in the common European ship sizes: length between 70m-140m;
breadth between 8m-12m; design draft between 1.8m-3.5m; displacement between 1200m33700m3
In case of inland vessels the six degree of freedom motion equations of a floating rigid body
can be simplified by neglecting some motion types.
Based on the navigation experiences of boatmasters and tests it can be concluded in normal
operation conditions that
a) the waves of rivers do not have significant effect on the motion. In 3. navigation
zones of “Directive of the European Parliament and the Council of 12 December
2006 laying down technical requirements for inland waterway vessels and repealing
Council Directive 82/714/EEC” the highest waves with 5% probability are 0.6m
high, and according to the experiences on Danube the maximum wave lengths are
4-5m. The waves produce only a small excitation on the ship’s oscillating system,
because of their amplitudes, time period and relative small energy content.
b) the draft of ships do not change quickly (heave), since there are 10-30 waves
around the hull and the Froude number is Fn<0.2. Only the squat effect is
important, since by shallow water the stern draft can be increased by 9-10%. The
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squat effect is taken into consideration during simulation with the minimum 0.4m
safety distance between the keel and river bed.
c) the longitudinal metacentric radius of a self-propelled inland vessel (in the
previously mentioned sizes) is about = = 190~580 , because the lengthbreadth ratio is high ( = 8~12). This means high longitudinal stability, which
leads almost zero pitching.
d) during usual operation (low Froude number, normal manoeuvres, intact hull and
systems) the inland vessels do not heel more than 3°-5°, and rolling is almost zero.
Higher values appears only if the ship is damaged or the crew have to fulfil an
emergency manoeuver.
In the light of these experiences and considerations the motion of an inland vessel can be
simplified as a horizontal (3 degree of freedom) motion, because the ship does not have
a) roll motion:
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b) pitch motion:

c) heave motion:
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The concluded motion equations of an inland navigation vessel are in the ship fixed reference
system:
∑X = ( +
) ̇−
Longitudinal force equation:
+
∑Y = ( +
) ̇+
Transversal force equation:
+
̇+
∑ =( +
Moment around vertical axis:
) ̇+
+
̇+
In motion equations the added masses ( ;
;
;
;
) are also appearing, because
the external forces acting on ship have to change the momentum and angular momentum of
ship (as a rigid body) and through the ship-water interaction the momentum and angular
momentum of water surrounding the hull. During the research work of this dissertation
calculation methods of the added masses were investigated, and an easier to use but enough
accurate calculation have been developed for inland vessels. For this the first assumption is that
;
added masses are almost zero by inland vessels which prismatic coefficient larger than
0.9 ( > 0.9), because the plane of main section (the y-z plane in ship fixed coordinate system)
is almost a symmetry plane. After this simplification the second assumption of the new added
mass calculation method is that the rigid body moving in water changes the momentum of water
only nearby the hull, but do not effect on farther particles. So the theoretical hypothesis is that
the added masses should be proportional to the momentum thickness of ship’s boundary layer.
Based on flat plate boundary layer researches the displacement thickness may be calculated
with the plate friction coefficient, and the effect of the pressure distribution along the hull
(because of hull form) can be taken into account with pressure (or residual) resistance
coefficient of ship. On the basis of this hypothesis friction and residual resistance coefficients
are needed for calculation of added masses. These coefficients are determined by the common
naval architect practice and no special mathematical methods are needed.
According to this theory the
;
;
added masses can be approximated as:
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A further advantage of the method is that the shallow water effect is taken into account in
added masses through calculation of resistance coefficients.
The accuracy of the calculation method need more investigation, but it have been verified
by comparison with other scientific methods.
The forces and moments acting on hull can be treated as a resultant force (analytic method)
or as a force system (synthetic method). The force system method fits better to the goals of the
simulation software, so the forces are divided according the formation.

Fig. 2: Forces acting on an inland ship

The calculation method of forces are the following:
a) Longitudinal and transversal hydrodynamic forces on hull (

,

)

The longitudinal hydrodynamic force (thrust demand) is based on the longitudinal
resistance of vessel, and the thrust demand is calculated with thrust deduction fraction
(t).
1
ρ
(c + c ) í S u
X =
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The transversal hydrodynamic force is the resultant transversal resistance of ship, and
calculated with numerical integration (Simpson method) of local transversal resistance
forces in 10 strips of hull. Each transversal resistance of strips is based on the local
transversal velocity and local resistance coefficients (according to the local transversal
Reynolds and Froude numbers):
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The level arm of resultant transversal hydrodynamic force is according to the
moment equation on centre of coordinate system:
∆x ∑ α β c v
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T
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T
,

b) Aerodynamic forces (

)

The aerodynamic forces can be determined on the common ship design way: with help
of longitudinal and transversal aerodynamic force coefficients and wind surfaces of
ship, by knowing the relative wind speed and direction.
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c) Rudder forces (
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The rudder forces are calculated according to the aerofoil theory, on the basis of
longitudinal and transversal rudder force coefficients, rudder surface,, average water
speed by the rudder. In case of ducted propeller propulsion (typical by inland vessels)
the water velocity by the rudder is almost the water speed leaving the propeller disc.
Based on the propeller thrust, the speed can be calculated.
=
=

í

2
í
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d) Propeller thrust ( )
Instead of the common open water propeller characteristics curves (kT-J and kQ-J
curves) the propeller thrust is calculated with the 4 quadrant open water characteristics
curves which cover all operating status of the propeller (forward or backward sailing
ship and forward or backward rotating propeller). However, the propeller surrounding
the hull produces the thrust in different flow than in open water conditions. This have
to be considered by the effective wake fraction (w).
=

1
2

∗

e) Bow thruster force (
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The bow thruster is chosen by the designers according to its side force. Therefore, the
dynamic model use directly the force produced by the bow thruster with longitudinal
speed effect correction.
Based on the simplify considerations and force definitions, the 3 DoF motion equations can
be written as follows:
) ̇−
+
+
+ =( +
+
) ̇+
+
+ +
=( +
̇+
( ̇+ )
+
+
+
=( +
) ̇+
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According to the external force definitions all of the functions contain empirical factors and
coefficients. Therefore, the dynamic model of the vessel contains errors because of the
empirical factors of the forces. The range of the simulation error highly depends on the accuracy
of the empirical parameters, but the factors have got not the same effect on the simulation
failure. A sensibility order of the empirical parameters can be defined according to the
magnitude and importance of the different forces in the hydrodynamic model. Because of
interaction of external forces the accurate error-effect of empirical factors can only be rated.
For this reason a sensibility analysis is performed on the dynamic model (motion equations)
to define the importance order of the empirical factors and coefficients. The observed
empirical factors are:
• effective wake fraction –
• thrust deduction fraction –
• longitudinal hydrodynamic resistance coefficient of hull –
=
+
• transversal hydrodynamic resistance coefficient of hull –
=
+
• longitudinal aerodynamic force coefficient –
• transversal aerodynamic force coefficient –
• longitudinal rudder force coefficient –
• transversal rudder force coefficient –
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Fig. 3.: Parameter effect on longitudinal acceleration
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Fig.4.: Parameter effect on transversal acceleration
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Fig.5.: Parameter effect on rotational speed
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Based on the analysis result it can be concluded that:
The parameters ,
,
,
do not effect on the rotational speed and the transversal
acceleration, they have influence only on the longitudinal acceleration.
The wake fraction ( ) is the only one which effects on every simulation result. The biggest
influence is on the transversal acceleration. But the sensibility analysis shows that ±50% error
on causes only ±5% failure in results of motion simulation (ship accelerations). Therefore
the wake fraction is not the main source of errors in the simulation.
The
has also little influence because it affects only on the transversal acceleration and
the impact is only ±0.1% in the ±50% deviation range. This can be caused by the wind direction
and wind speed so further researches are necessary in this question.
The most important "key" coefficients are
,
,
,
because they cause over 10%
error in simulation results even by 10% inaccuracy of coefficients.
In PhD research a flexible ship motion simulation software have been prepared based on the
dynamical model, where the external forces and moments are determined by common naval
architect methods. The empirical parameters of model, the characteristics of the waterway
(current, water depth) and the wind conditions can be changed before the start of the simulation,
so that any ship may be tested in any navigation environment.
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Fig.6.: Basic data input screen of simulation software.

The program solve the motion equations of dynamical model by numerical method (Euler
or quartic Runge-Kutta) with user defined time step, and calculates velocity, position and
heading of the vessel in every time step.
The vessel is represented in the program screen by a proportional rectangle on the fairway
map, which is a good approximation of the ship top view, because of the small map scale.
During motion simulation the vessel is controlled by changing rudder angle, bow thruster and
main engine load, just like in the ship driving practice. While simulation runs, the actual values
of control tools are displayed to inform the “helmsman”.

Fig.7.: Simulation schreen of simulation software

Besides the graphical display (map), the ship's position, heading, calm water velocity of ship,
river stream and wind data appears on the sidebar.
9

The suitability of ship dynamic model and the validation of simulation program is verified
by the prototype of a Danube-Europe type self propelled single screw cargo vessel, which was
designed and built in 1977 by MAHART Hajójavító (her first name was DET1).

source: www.hajoregiszter.hu
Fig.8.:The DET1 sails upstream in a couppled formation with a barge

Fortunately and thanks to the designers of MAHAR Hajójavító the documentation (including
records of full scale and model tests) of the vessel are available, so the empirical parameters of
force models are based on the design documentation for the simulation program.
The virtual and the real ship's manoeuvrability are compared by the zig-zag test performed
on full scale trials and simulations.

Full scale trial
Simulation test

Ship
speed
[km/h]

Rudder
angle
[°]

Heading
change
[°]

Max. yaw angular
velocity
[°/perc]

Overshoot
angle
[°]

7.20
7.19

20
20

10
10

30
34

6
9

Fig.9.: The zig-zag test results of real and virtual ship
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Max.
transversal
diversion
[m]
35
42

Based on the comparison it can be concluded that the dynamic model and the simulation
program are suitable for motion simulation of single screw self-propelled inland cargo vessels.
The theoretical research of this PhD dissertation inspects the controllability tests of ships,
and compares the obligatory and suggested full scale trials of seagoing and inland waterway
navigation vessels. The research points out that course keeping tests of inland vessels measure
only on empirical (non-objective) way the ship course stability. Therefore an objective
experimental trial and its evaluation method is presented in the dissertation based on the ship
dynamic model theory.
It is usual by inland vessel to check the course stability by a course keeping test. The test
starts from rectilinear motion of vessel with constant velocity. The helmsman keep the control
(load of engine and rudder at zero position) fixed. After 5 minutes the change of course is
measured. This simple test gives information about the course stability to the helmsman and the
boatmaster, but the assessment is very subjective.
More objective could be the test if the course stability indices  1 ;  2  would be calculated
according to the measured data. For this the test shall be carried out as follows.
1. The test starts from rectilinear motion of vessel with constant velocity.
2. The helmsman keep the control (load of engine and rudder at zero position) fixed.
3. T1 time is measured until the ship exceed   3 drift angle or r  5 
angular
min
velocity.
4. T2 time is measured until the ship exceed   5 drift angle and r  8 
angular
min
velocity.
5. The course change   can be also measured after a given time (e.g. T=5 min.)

Fig.10.: New test method for cousre stability of inland navigation vessels

The objective criterion of course stability can be defined by the normalized known
parameters of ship (normalized mass ′, normalized inertia , normalized added masses ̇ =
és ̇ =
) and by the non-dimensional external force and moment derivatives:
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The unknown non-dimensional external force and moment derivatives can be calculated on
the basis of measured time, drift angle and course change speed data:
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Further result of the developed motion simulation program and the inspection of inland vessel
controllability tests is that virtual manoeuver trials can be carried out with simulation, which so
far were possible on full scale trials (or not even there).

Fig.11.: Reaching a port basin from downstream sailing

Based on the virtual trials the dissertation suggests manoeuvring characterisation of inland
navigation vessels through virtual reaching and leaving of a port basin. In this way the safe
reaching and leaving requirements of port basins are also defined with help of inland vessel
motion simulation.
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Further research possibilities
The research presented in this dissertation has utilized not only practical results, but also raised
new questions for inland waterway vessels motion simulation.
In theoretical investigation of vessel motions the following research topics are interesting and
new research results promising:
• Development of ship motion dynamics model with 6 DoF motion equations.
• Research on new calculation methods of external forces.
• Research on the interaction of external forces, especially more accurate mathematical
description of hull–propeller, propeller–rudder and hull–bow thruster interactions.
• Analysis of river–hull interaction with a special interest on shallow or confined
waters.
• Definition of special external forces rising in unconventional navigation conditions
(e.g. navigation in lock chamber, ship-ship overtaking or passing, etc.)
In the inland vessel motion simulation program the following research topics are interesting
and new research results promising:
• Display and graphics development with radar screen and 3D graphics.
• More than one vessel simulation with multisession system.
• Development of control tools by application real rudder, engine and bow thruster
control panels.

Scientific results of the PhD dissertation (Theses)
The research results of the PhD dissertation can be summarized in the following theses:
I.
The expression of added masses have been changed in the motion equation system of inland
navigation vessels.
a) The momentum thickness of ship’s boundary layer is taken into consideration to
determine added masses, which is proportional or depends on the vessel speed
relative to the water.
b) In expressions of added masses the shallow water effect have been taken into
account by determination of ship resistance increment due to shallow water as
apparent vessel speed increment.
c) The calculation of added masses is based on common naval architect design and
calculation methods, and do not require special scientific calculations.
d) The calculation of added masses and shallow water effect on added masses in
motion simulation become easier with the new method
Publications related to this thesis: [1]

II.
A sensibility analysis have been performed on the ship motion equations to determine
importance on simulation accuracy of the empirical parameters and coefficients of external
force models.
a) The sensibility research have been fulfilled in ±50% range of estimated base values
of empirical parameters, and the values separately have been changed by ±10%.
b) Based on the parameter sensibility research it can be concluded regarding to the
single screw self-propelled inland cargo vessels, that the sensibility of motion
13

dynamic model is significant by the longitudinal and transversal total resistance
coefficient and by the rudder force coefficients.
c) Based on the parameter sensibility research it can be concluded regarding to the
single screw self-propelled inland cargo vessels, that the sensibility of motion
dynamic model is not significant by the effective wake fraction, thrust deduction
fraction, and the aerodynamic force coefficients.
Publications related to this thesis: [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]

III.
Based on the theoretical analysis of inland vessels motion dynamics an objective experimental
trial and its evaluation method have been worked out, which considers the course stability of
an inland vessel with objective values opposed to the current practice.
a) It have been found that the theoretical course keeping criterion defined in marine
professional literature allows the objective course stability measurement in inland
waterway navigation, in case the values of ; ; ;
non-dimensional
derivatives of vessel are known.
b) A new full scale trial method have been worked out to determine values of
; ; ;
non-dimensional derivatives.
c) The calculation method of the ; ; ;
non-dimensional derivatives have
been defined on the basis of measured data of new full scale trial, in case the mass,
the inertia and the added masses of vessel are known.
Publications related to this thesis: [7], [8]

IV.
On the basis of the developed ship dynamic model and simulation program such manoeuvring
characteristics have been diagnosed, which so far only been possible on full scale trials.
a) According to the simulated turning tests it can be concluded that only a highly
experienced helmsman can control an inland cargo vessel in case the course
changing rotational speed is over 60°/min.
b) The manoeuvring characteristics can differ even by 50% in case of full loaded
(2.5m draft) and empty (0.8m draft) vessel.
Publications related to this thesis: [9], [8]

V.
Based on the planned basin port at Baja the evaluation method of safe reaching and leaving
requirements of port basins are defined with help of inland vessel motion simulation.
a) Taking into account the waterworks and natural river environments (bridge pillars,
river curves, dimensions of port entrance and fairway)
b) Taking into account the hydro and aerodynamic circumstances (speed and direction
of river current and wind).
c) The results of research have been used in the transport safety investigation of
spatial development planning of Bajai Országos Közforgalmú Kikötő (Baja
International Port).
Publications related to this thesis: [9], [8]
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VI.
A simulation program have been developed for motion simulation and manoeuvring prediction
of single screw self-propelled inland cargo vessels.
a) Instead of the full scale trial or model test based force derivatives the simulation
program calculates the forces on the basis of common naval architect methods.
b) The simulation program displays the motion of ship and the motion parameters.
c) A user-friendly graphical display shows on a map section the motion of ship,
while the values of the ship's control elements are displayed as it is seen by the
helmsman. The actual values of the environmental parameters (e.g. wind and
current speed) are indicated also.
d) The simulation program is adaptable to different river, wind, waterworks
conditions, and different single screw self-propelled inland cargo vessels can be
simulated.
e) The input and output data of the program can be connected to different
peripheral IT elements, e.g. realistic wheelhouse or 3D graphical display tool.
f) The Department of Aircraft and Ships and the Department of Aeronautics, Naval
Architecture and Railway Vehicles of Budapest University of Technology and
Economics solved two research work with help of the simulation program.
Publications related to this thesis: [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. [4], [8], [1]
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